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- map the state of the art of Electronic Vaccination Registries across the 
EU and UK

- identify the best-in-class Electronic Vaccination Registries in place for 
offering rapid and reliable information on Vaccine Coverage Rates

- spot the European divides in terms of preparing and using the 
Electronic Vaccination Registries, and issue recommendations for 
overcoming the cleavages
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Methodology
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/b304b3e6-3f9f-4274-95ec-5807478779ea/reports/81db9742-2f91-436c-b281-8628d56b41d9/ReportSection304ff96e66d9c3a56d66?ctid=a00b4132-b41c-477f-a155-729a0ff68e75


Conclusions
and next steps



- The variations between EVRs in use are substantial

- The strongest EU countries are difficult to influence

- Technical constraints

Challenges

-- there are variations in using ICT for vaccination in Northern 

Europe compared with the South, and in the West comparing 

the East 

- There is a certain correlation between the EVRs and the 

VCRs

- A common approach to EVRs would make a difference

Highlights



- The focus of the EC on digitalization
- The emphasis put on interoperability
- The quantitative results in the past 15 years
- The practices catalysed by the Covid19 

pandemic

Opportunities

- have more countries landscaped
- assess Nordics architecture and integration 

with cancer and screening registries 
- create the Virtual Model of a common EVR 
- assess drivers and barriers at the country level
- attend stakeholder events to disseminate the  

research results

Next Steps



Have more countries landscaped

EU 27 & UK
+

European non-EU, non-UK countries - Norway, Serbia, 
Switzerland

+
Asia Pacific - Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, 
Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zeeland, 
Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam) 



� create the Virtual Model of a common 
EVR 

� assess drivers and barriers at the Nordic 
countries’ level, plus the integration with 
cancer and screening registries 
(Electronic Health Records)



1. the interest on the matter is consistent

2. the momentum for action is here

3. it is the time for a qualitative leap 

4. relevant correlation between EVR and VCR

5. interoperability is a tool against the divides
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